
Week 52
Joel 2 Lifestyle 

Keeping our 
Hearts Burning 





This is the final piece of our fifty two week series. But
this is not the end - it is just the beginning of a life-long
journey.
If we look at the prayers made by the Apostles in the
Bible (there are around thirty such prayers), they are
constantly praying for the believers to be able to walk
worthy of the Lord, and to do so until the Day of Christ.

We do so knowing that the Joel 2 lifestyle is one which
God requires, and seeks to establish in His Church. God
exhorts us to live out this lifestyle because He knows we
need it to sustain our wholehearted love for Him through
all seasons and in the challenging times ahead.

Likewise, this is the beginning of a 
life-long journey of walking out a 

lifestyle of knowing God, of fasting, 
prayer and wholeheartedness 

A lifestyle is a way of life that we 
cultivate, establish and hold on to.
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Have you decided to walk out this lifestyle? Are you determined
to walk it out whatever the difficulties and challenges? Ask the
Lord to strengthen your resolve to live it out, as there will be
circumstances or even people who will discourage you from
doing so.

Have you started cultivating a fasted lifestyle? Start by fasting
one or two meals a week. Then work towards fasting from solid
food one or two days a week (one way is to do a liquid fast - see
the articles on “The Fasted Lifestyle – normal Christian living”
and “Practical Handles to cultivating a Fasted Lifestyle” under
Resources). Find a group of like-minded people who will do it
together and help spur one another on.

Are you regularly gathering with others in sacred assemblies to
pray? This could be your church prayer meeting, or even city-
wide gathering of believers such as houses of prayer.

Remember that the gatherings are sacred, meaning that this is
God’s idea and priority. We got to make it a priority in our lives.
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Readings and Prayers 
for the week

Readings for Week 52
Take your time to read through Psalm 27, Isaiah 66:1–2, 
Jeremiah 9:23–24 and the book of Joel. What is God 
looking for in His church? What is David’s key to 
cultivating confidence in the Lord that sustains him 
through storms? What stabilises the heart of David?

Read Matthew 7:24–27. How do we build our house on 
the rock? Joel 2:11 tells us the Day of the LORD is great 
and very terrible. Who are the people who can endure?

Prayers for Week 52
Pray 2 Thess. 3:1 for the Word of the Lord to strike our 
hearts. Even as you take time to read through the 
articles in this series again, pray for the Word of the 
Lord to burn in your heart like a fire. Ask the Lord to 
mark your heart with His Word.

Using Col. 1:9–11, pray for the Lord to bring 
understanding and deep conviction regarding the 
necessity of walking out the Joel 2 lifestyle. Ask the Lord 
to strengthen your resolve. Pray for grace for yourself to 
walk this out until the end.


